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a b s t r a c t
Evolutionary algorithms (EAs) find numerous applications, and practical knowledge on EAs
is immense. In practice, sophisticated population-based EAs employing selection,mutation
and crossover are applied. In contrast, theoretical analysis of EAs often concentrates on very
simple algorithms such as the (1+1) EA, where the population size equals 1. In this paper,
the question is addressed whether the use of a population by itself can be advantageous. A
population-based EA that neither makes use of crossover nor any diversity-maintaining
operator is investigated on an example function. It is shown that an increase of the
population size by a constant factor decreases the expected runtime from exponential
to polynomial. Thereby, the best gap known so far is improved from superpolynomial
vs. polynomial to exponential vs. polynomial. Moreover, it is proved that the exponential
and polynomial runtime bounds occur with a probability exponentially close to one if the
population size is a constant (resp., a small polynomial). Finally, a second example function,
where only a small population leads to a polynomial runtime, and a hierarchy result on the
appropriate population size are presented. The analyses show formally how the population
size can lead to different attractors in the search space.
© 2008 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Evolutionary algorithms (EAs) are successfully applied in many areas, and experimental knowledge on EAs is immense.
However, the theoretical knowledge on the design and analysis of EAs is far behindpractical knowledge. A commonapproach
to learn how evolutionary algorithms work is to analyze EAs that serve as single-objective optimizers. In this setting, one
can still follow several approaches for gaining theoretical insight on EAs by studying, e. g., convergence properties (e. g. [7,
22]), the one-step behavior (e. g. [3]) or the proliferation of schemata in specific EAs (e. g. [9]), or the dynamics of general
evolutionary systems (e. g. [26]). Our focus is the runtime analysis of specific EAs. Given an EA and a fitness function to
be maximized, we regard the EA as a randomized algorithm for an optimization problem, and study measures well-known
from algorithmic analysis, e. g., expected runtimes and success probabilities. Here the analyticmethods required for discrete
search spaces deviate substantially from those for continuous search spaces [11]. In this paper, we restrict ourselves to
combinatorial search spaces and consider the maximization of pseudo-Boolean (fitness) functions f : {0, 1}n → R+ with
non-negative range. Many results are stated in an asymptotic framework with respect to n, i. e., the dimension of the search
space.
I A preliminary version of this work has been published in Witt, C., Population size vs. runtime of a simple EA, in: Proceedings of the 2003 Congress on
Evolutionary Computation, CEC’03, vol. 3, IEEE Press, 2003, pp. 1996–2003.∗ Tel.: +49 2317552469.
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The simplest EA investigated so far in this scenario is probably thewell-known (1+1) EA (e. g. [5,8,10,27]). It incorporates
a population of size 1 and still is surprisingly efficient for many problems including hard combinatorial optimization
problems (e. g. [28,21]). We address the question when true populations, i. e., population sizes larger than 1, are helpful in
EAs. Some early attempts to find functions where a genetic algorithm (GA) with a true population and a crossover operator
outperforms the (1+1) EA (in terms of the expected runtime) were unsuccessful [18]. The same authors showed for their
so-called Royal Road functions that even simple hillclimbers outperform the GA [19]. Recently, functions demonstrating
the use of a crossover operator have been presented [16,25,4]. However, this does not explain why a true population by
itself can be advantageous. Therefore, we investigate EAs in which mutation is the only search operator and which do not
employ diversity-maintaining mechanisms such as fitness sharing, island models etc. For such EAs, we try to estimate the
appropriate population size for example functions.
A similar approach has been described recently for (1+λ) strategies by Jansen, De Jong, and Wegener [14], who have
shown that λ = 1 is an optimal choice for some well-studied functions. On the other hand, the authors have presented
an example function where a (1+λ) strategy with λ > 1 outperforms the (1+1) EA drastically. However, only offspring
population size is considered in their paper. The influence of the population size in an EA in which also a true parent
population is maintained, and which does not make use of crossover has been studied by Witt [29], who analyzes a
(µ+ 1) strategy on example functions. It turns out that for this EA, a population of size 1 is efficient for almost all examples.
On the other hand, [15] have proved rigorously that a simple GA outperforms the (1+1) EA on a specific function and have
shown a runtime gap that is superpolynomial vs. polynomial. Roughly speaking, a population is beneficial for their example
since individuals are able to spread out around a local optimum.
The aforementioned results apply to discrete search spaces. Regarding continuous search spaces, Arnold and Beyer [1,
2] have shown that populations improve performance in the presence of noise since populations amplify the signal upon
which selection is basedwith noisy evaluations. Moreover, e. g., [13,12,24] have investigated the role of parent and offspring
population size as well as selection strategies for simple problems. In the latter works, a population again helps to overcome
local optima.
One long-term goal of our research is to obtain provable results on the runtime of more complicated EAs also for real
combinatorial problems. However, as done before for the (1+1) EA, the effect of populations should be studied on well-
chosen example functions. The result by Jansen and Wegener [15] was only a first study of the appropriate population size
in discrete search space and left open some important questions. Hence, by the present paper, we extend the previous results
and exhibit a function where an EA with a large population size outperforms the same EA with a small population size (and
also the (1+1) EA) andwhere the runtime gap is even exponential vs. polynomial.Moreover, the exponential and polynomial
runtimes are proved to occur with probability exponentially close to 1, and the population size where the expected runtime
changes from exponential to polynomial is asymptotically tight. This drastic change in runtime can be explained by a change
of attractors in the search space depending on the population size. Small populations are attracted by local optima while
large populations tend towards the global optimum. Hence, compared to the previous works by Jansen and Wegener [15],
Arnold and Beyer [2] etc., also a third scenario is studied where populations are benefical.
The paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, we define the EA and the function studied in the forthcoming sections.
Since the complete analysis needed to prove our results is lengthy, we give an overview of basic proof ideas and provide
intuitive explanations in Section 3. Afterwards, we start our analysis by supplying basic techniques and technical lemmas in
Section 4. In Section 5, we show an exponential lower bound on the expected runtime for population sizes of orderO(1). The
probability of a polynomial runtime is exponentially small, and the expected runtime remains exponential if the population
size is bounded by cn1/2 for some small enough constant c > 0. In Section 6, we prove an O(n3/2 log n+ µn) bound on the
expected runtime for the same function when the population sizeµ is at least 5n1/2/2. Here, the probability of a runtime of
ω(n3/2 log n+ µn) is exponentially small.
In Section 7, we outline an opposite example, where a small population leads to a polynomial runtime whereas a large
population leads to an exponential runtime. Finally, in Section 8 we develop a hierarchy result for a class of functions where
the expected runtime of the EA changes from exponential to polynomial if its population size is of order Θ(nk−1/2) for an
arbitrary constant integer k. We finish with some conclusions.
2. Definitions
The population-based evolutionary algorithm that we study is simple. It can be considered as an elitist steady-state
GA with population size µ employing fitness-proportional selection for reproduction, inversely proportional selection for
deletion (meaning that worse individuals are more likely to be deleted) and standard bitwise mutation with probability 1/n
like in thewell-known (1+1) EA. Since these settings are common for genetic algorithms,we call our EA a Steady-StateGA (or
briefly the GA) even if it does not incorporate a crossover operator. The fitness function to bemaximized is f : {0, 1}n → R+.
In the following description, all sets are assumed to be multisets, i. e., are allowed to contain several copies of the same
element.
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Definition 1 (The Steady-State GA).
For i := 1 To µ Do
Choose xi ∈ {0, 1}n uniformly at random.
Repeat infinitely
Choose y ∈ {x1, . . . , xµ} such that
Prob(y = xi) = f (xi)/∑µj=1 f (xj).
Create xµ+1 by flipping each bit of y
independently with probability 1/n.
Rearrange {x1, . . . , xµ+1} such that
f (x1) is maximal and f (xµ+1)minimal.
Choose y ∈ {x2, . . . , xµ+1} such that
Prob(y = xi) = f (x1)+f (xµ+1)−f (xi)∑µ+1
j=2 (f (x1)+f (xµ+1)−f (xj))
and delete it.
Since the individual named x1 is always kept in the deletion step, the GA is elitist. We need not specify which of the best
individuals (if there is more than one) is retained by the elitist strategy since our analyses will work for any choice of a best
individual. If we set µ = 1 and demand in the deletion step that the newly created individual is kept if its f -value equals
the one of its father, we obtain the well-known (1+1) EA out of our GA. Moreover, our GA resembles the one considered by
Jansen andWegener [15]; however,wedonot introduce techniques to avoid duplicates or othermechanisms formaintaining
diversity. It is interesting that the theorems to be presented in this paper can also be proven for variants of our GA. For
instance, all results remain valid if we replace the selection for replacement with a +-selection like in (µ + 1)-strategies.
We stick to the fitness-proportional selection for deletion since we consider it to be more common for genetic algorithms.
The current runtime of the GA is measured by the sum of the initialization costµ and the total number of iterations (also
called steps) of the infinite loop up to now. Since only one evaluation of the objective function per iteration is necessary, the
runtime corresponds also to the number of f -evaluations. This is a common approach in black-box optimization (see [6]).
However, onemight notwant to neglect the computational effort spentwithin an iteration. In this case, onemaymultiply the
number of f -evaluations by the population sizeµ. Since only polynomial values ofµ are considered, this does not influence
the qualitative result of a polynomial-vs.-exponential gap.
The GA has been stated without a stopping criterion. Finding a reasonable stopping criterion is a problem that is relevant
in practice. For our theoretical investigations,we consider the random timeXf until the current population of theGA contains
for the first time at least one optimal individual, i. e., some x ∈ {0, 1}n such that f (x) is maximal. Then we say briefly that the
GA has reached the optimum. We call Xf the runtime of the GA and study its expectation E(Xf ) and the success probability
Prob(Xf ≤ t) for t ≥ 0.
To prove the main result of this paper, we investigate the GA on a specially designed fitness function that exemplifies
the use of populations and the influence of population size. In some respect, the function is close to being separable since
it can always be written as the sum of two functions f1 and f2, defined on disjoint subsets X1 and X2 of the whole variable
set, respectively. These variables from X1 and X2 each have optimal assignments, called goals, leading to maximization of f1
resp. f2. We call the optimal assignment for X1 the local goal and the optimal assignment for X2 the global goal. Normally, after
random initialization, the GA is able to search for both goals. However, as soon as search points that are optimal in one of
the variable sets are found, the fitness landscape changes. We design the changes such that the goals play the following role.
If the local goal is reached before the global one, the GA is likely to get stuck in a local optimum. If the global one is reached
before the local one, it has almost found a globally optimal search point. For small populations, the local goal is usually
reached before the global one, leading to a large optimization time with high probability. If we increase the population size,
the average progress to the local goal in a step becomes smaller whereas the progress towards the global goal is virtually
independent of the population size. This holds since the progress to the global goal has a stronger impact on the f -value
than the progress to the local one and since the GA chooses fitness-proportionally. If the population is large enough, the
global goal is usually reached before the local one. This can be regarded as a shift of attractors in the search space. With
small populations, the GA is attracted by local optima while large populations make the global optimum an attractor.
Let us make these ideas precise. In order to show exponential bounds, we artificially scale the influence of one of the two
variable sets exponentially. In practice, one may hope that population size in EAs is relevant for functions that share some
properties of our function, in particular the aspect of separability and different weights for subspaces of the function.
Now we start the definition of our example function f : {0, 1}n → R+. As mentioned above, we will consider disjoint
subspaces of {0, 1}n, hence, for some well-chosen value `, we divide strings (individuals) x = (x1, . . . , xn) ∈ {0, 1}n into
a prefix (x1, . . . , xn−`) and a suffix (xn−`+1, . . . , xn). We choose ` := dn1/2/500e for the length of the suffix and denote by
m := n− ` the length of the prefix. Moreover, we assume w. l. o. g. that m is divisible by 3. The actual constants appearing
here (i. e., 1/2, 3, 500) and also in the rest of the paper are just exemplary values that make our proofs work. Many other
choices for the constants are possible, yet some fine-tuning has been undertaken to make a compromise between the size
of the constants and readability of the definitions.
By PO(x) :=∑mi=1 xi, we denote the sum of the prefix bits, i. e., the number of prefix ones (POs). We would like the suffix
to be of shape 1i0`−i and count i, the number of its leading ones. Thus, we define LSO(x) :=∑`−1i=0 ∏ij=0 xm+1+j as the number
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of leading suffix ones (LSOs). If the suffix of a string x is of the desired form 1i0`−i, we say that x iswell-formed, andmalformed
otherwise. For reasons explained below, we want the GA to increase the number of POs, nevertheless this number should
not be too close to m. Therefore, we define b := dn1/2/(1000 log n)e (again the constant 1000 is just an exemplary value




∣∣∣∣2m3 + b− PO(x)
∣∣∣∣ .




PO(x)+ n2n(LSO(x)+1) if xwell-formed and PO(x) ≤ 2m3 ,
n2n`+PO∗(x) + LSO(x) if xwell-formed and PO(x) > 2m3
n1+`
2−`∑ni=m+1 xi otherwise.
We have to discuss the structure of f . First, observe that f (x) is always positive. In all three cases, the function is separable
with respect to the prefix and suffix bits. The first two cases are the most important ones and apply to strings xwhose suffix
is well-formed. Consider the first case. With respect to the prefix bits, we have the well-known OneMax function. With
respect to the suffix bits, we have to maximize the number of leading 1-bits. Apart from the exponential scaling, the latter
function is also known as the LeadingOnes function (see [5]). Maximizing the number of leading suffix ones can be viewed
as the above-mentioned global (and more important) goal whereas setting the number of prefix ones to 2m/3 is the local
goal. If the number of LSOs equals ` and PO(x) = 2m/3, we obtain the maximum f -value of 2m/3+ n2n(`+1).
The second case of f applies to well-formed strings with more than 2m/3 POs. Due to the case distinction hidden within
the definition of PO∗, we obtain two subcases.We delay the discussion of this case distinction and remark that the f -value in
both subcases is at least n2n`+m/3+2b, and, therefore, greater than the f -value of strings that belong to the above-mentioned
first case and have at most `− 1 LSOs. In other words, it seems that the GA is likely to switch from the first case of f to the
second case provided that its individuals have less than ` LSOs. In the subcase PO(x) ≤ 2m/3 + b, the f -value increases
exponentially w. r. t. the number of POs whereas it depends only linearly on the number of LSOs. Hence, the weighting of
POs and LSOs is opposite to the first case. For all xwhere PO(x) = 2m/3+ b and LSO(x) = `, we obtain the locally optimal
f -value of n2n`+2m/3+b+`. Only stringswith atmost 2m/3 POs lead to better f -values. Hence, theHamming distance between
the locally optimal strings and globally optimal ones is at least b = Ω(n1/2/log n), which suggests that escaping from the
local optimum is hard. Now we can remark that b has been chosen carefully such that the escape from the local optimum is
still likely enough for the GA to have a polynomial expected runtime ifµ is large enough. For this reason, in the second case
of f , PO∗ will lead to a local optimum even if the second subcase occurs, i. e., strings with more than 2m/3+ b POs appear.
The remaining strings, which lead to the case ‘‘otherwise’’, are malformed. Their f -value is at most n1+`2 ≤ nn+1, i. e.,
very low w. r. t. to the minimum n2n for the first and second case, yet it increases exponentially with respect to the number
of zeros in the suffix bits. This is meant to help the GA to find a well-formed string after random initialization. As soon as
this has happened, malformed strings are very unlikely to be included again in the population due to their extremely bad
fitness. The third case of the function can therefore be regarded as an artifact necessary tomake f well-defined on the whole
search space. In essence, we only consider well-formed strings in the analysis.
Finally, we remark that an evaluation of f (x) is possible in polynomial time for each x ∈ {0, 1}n.
3. Overview of the analysis
This section will give a semi-formal overview on the results that will be proved rigorously in the remaining sections. In
particular, we will explain informally why the results hold and how they are obtained.
In Section 5, we will show the following negative results. For populations sizes µ = O(1), i. e., sizes that do not grow
with n, the runtime of the GA on f is exponentially large with overwhelming probability. The expected runtime is still
exponentially large forµ ≤ c√n, where c > 0 is some small but positive constant. On the other hand, in Section 6 it will be
shown that for µ ≥ 5√n, the expected runtime is already polynomial. Hence, there is a phase transisition in the behavior
of the GA on f at population sizes µ = Θ(n1/2). This holds since the specific structure of f makes the GA take very different
ways through the search space due to different attractors depending on µ.
Recall that we divide all search points into a large prefix of size m = Θ(n) and a small suffix of size ` = Θ(√n). If
the prefix is optimized first, we reach the above-mentioned local goal, otherwise we reach the global goal. Although the
suffix is smaller than the prefix, the progress of a single individual to the local goal in the prefix is much bigger than to
the global goal in the suffix. This holds since the prefix is a OneMax-like function, hence flipping an arbitrary zero-bit will
give an improvement here. Moreover, we have already optimized the prefix when there arem− (2m/3+ b) ≥ m/4 zeros
left, which implies a large number of zeros to choose from and which, in turn, gives us a large progress to the local goal
throughout the optimization. In the suffix, however, we have to maximize a LeadingOnes-like function, consequently it is
necessary to flip a certain zero in order to increase the number of leading ones and to achieve some progress.
The formal proofs of the lower bounds in Section 5, in particular of Theorem6,will have to take into account side-effects of
the optimization carefully. We split the optimization process into three typical phases, which are handled by three separate
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Fig. 1.Diagram of the different attractors for small and large populations. The whole initial population and also the first well-formed individuals are within
the shaded area with overwhelming probability.
lemmas (Lemmas 7–9). The first phase starts with initialization and ends when a population has been reached that contains
well-formed individuals. Hence, after the first phase, we have gotten rid of artifacts that are due to random initialization.
Concerning the second phase, it is shown that the PO-value, the number of ones in the prefix, increases rapidly from its
initial value, which is on average m/2 and is almost certainly below 7m/12 (Chernoff bounds, see [20]), to 2m/3 + b and
reaches the local goal. Moreover, the LSO-value, the number of leading ones in the suffix, is still far away from optimality,
which means less than 3`/4 in our setting. After that, the suffix is drawn to an all-ones string in the third phase, and a local
optimum is reached. It is very hard to escape from this local optimum, which explains the exponential runtime.
When the population size is large, the situtation changes in the following way. Since the definition of f in its first case
scales the LSO-value exponentially and since fitness-proportional selection is used, an individual with the largest number
of LSOs will be selected for reproduction almost certainly. Therefore, the average progress of the GA to the global goal is
almost independent of the population size. In contrast, the progress to the local goal will become smaller and smaller for
growingµ since essentially the whole population will have to approach the local goal simultaneously. If the population size
is larger than the threshold given in Theorem 12 then the global goal, i. e., ` LSOs, is typically obtained before the PO-value
exceeds 2m/3 for some individual. Subsequently, the population has a straight path to the global optimum, which is easy to
follow by finally increasing the PO-value to 2m/3. The ideas we have sketched so far are summarized in Fig. 1. The progress
to the local goal, the PO-value, is drawn on the x-axis and the progress to the global goal, the LSO-value, on the y-axis.
Note that once the population has been attracted to either the local goal or the global goal, the function has not been
optimized yet. Hence, we can also change the game and let the population be led to a local optimum when the (so-called)
global goal has been reached and vice versa. By a slight modification of f , we obtain such an opposite result where a
population is harmful. In Section 7, we prove for such a modification that for population sizes bigger than
√
n, the runtime
explodes exponentially while it is polynomial for µ = O(1). There is nothing special about the threshold Θ(n1/2). At last,
Section 8 will demonstrate how the critical population size can be adjusted to Θ(n1/2+k) for integers k ≥ 0 using the very
same ideas as before. This results in a hierarchy of functions of increasing difficulty in so far as bigger and bigger populations
are needed for efficient optimization.
4. Proof techniques
Throughout the paper, we will make use of two fundamental proof techniques to study the progress of the GA on the
example function f defined in Section 2. These techniques are can even applied to more general population-based GAs and
functions. Before the presentation, we state an underlying assumption: Whenever we call a set of individuals a population,
this set is assumed to be a multiset.
The first technique deals with lower bounds on the progress and, therefore, with upper bounds on the runtime. Let
X = {x1, . . . , xµ} be a population and let L : {0, 1}n → Z be a function assigning to each individual x ∈ {0, 1}n some
integral value L(x). Often, we will assign negative L-values to individuals that are irrelevant to the optimization process. By
L(X) := max{L(x) | x ∈ X}we denote the L-potential of the population X . We assume implicitly that L has to be maximized
and call L monotone w. r. t. f if for all x, x′ ∈ {0, 1}n it holds
f (x′) ≥ f (x) ⇒ L(x′) ≥ L(x).
Since our GA is elitist, it follows for any function L being monotone w. r. t. f that the L-potential of the current population
cannot decrease in the run of the GA.
Consider some current population of the GA, i. e., not necessarily the initial population. We often estimate the remaining
time until reaching (sub)goals of the optimization process by means of monotone functions L. To this end, let s∗(i) > 0,
i ≥ 0, be a lower bound on the probability that a mutation of an individual with L-value i leads to some individual with
larger L-value. We obtain the following upper bound.
Lemma 2. Consider the GA on f and let L : {0, 1}n → Z be a monotone function w. r. t. f . Moreover, let lower bounds s∗(i) > 0
as defined above and some current L-potential of j ≥ 0 be given. Let τ ∗ denote the number of steps until the L-potential of the
current population has increased by a total amount of at least k. Then E(τ ∗) ≤ µ∑j+k−1i=j 1/s∗(i).
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If p > 0 is a lower bound on the probability that the GA chooses an individual whose L-value equals the L-potential of the
population for mutation, then even E(τ ∗) ≤ (1/p)∑j+k−1i=j 1/s∗(i).
Proof. If i denotes the L-potential of the current population, i is by definition the L-value of the maximum f -value of its
individuals. We wait for a so-called good step choosing some individual with L-value i and creating a mutant with larger
L-value. By the monotonicity of L, the mutant has a greater f -value than any individual of the population and, since the GA
is elitist, will be a member of the next population. If we have a lower bound p on the probability of choosing an individual
with maximal L-value then the good step altogether has a probability of at least p · s∗(i). Hence, the expected waiting time
for the step is bounded from above by 1/(p · s∗(i)). The lemma follows by summing up the waiting times.
If no lower bound p is given, it suffices to show that a good step always has probability at least s∗(i)/µ. Due to the
monotonicity of L, there exists an individual in the current population that has both themaximum L-value and themaximum
f -value. According to the definition of the GA, this individual is chosenwith probability at least 1/µ and, therefore, the good
step has probability at least s∗(i)/µ. 
The second proof technique is suitable for proving lower bounds on the runtime. The idea is to analyze so-called family
trees drawn by the run of the GA (see also [29]). Family trees are undirected graphs labeled with individuals. Let x be some
individual of the initial population, i. e., at time 0, of the GA. The family tree T0(x) at time 0 contains only the root labeled
with x. The tree Tt(x) at time t contains Tt−1(x) as a subtree and at most one additional leaf node. If the individual chosen
at time t − 1 is represented on a node v of Tt−1(x) then the additional node w is connected to v and is labeled with the
mutant; otherwise Tt(x) := Tt−1(x). If we consider a path in a family tree leading from the root to a node v labeled with the
individual y, the individuals along the path represent the history of individuals indirectly leading from x to y. If each path in
a family tree Tt(x) is short then each individual contained in the tree has a short history and is likely to be similar to x. If x is
not optimal, this is likely to hold for any individual in the tree and we have a lower bound on the runtime. Hence, the basic
idea when studying family trees is to place an upper bound on their depth.
The remaining part of this subsection will deal with basic lemmas on the behavior of our GA on the example function f .
Then it can be shown that with overwhelming probability it reaches a population that contains at least one well-formed
individual, no optimal individuals and whose well-formed individuals all contain at most 2m/3 POs. We call such a
population an ordinary population. Note that ordinary populations match the first case of the definition of f . It is important
to study the selection probabilities of the GA for ordinary populations and the function f .
With respect to ordinary populations, we will show that an individual’s number of POs virtually does not influence the
selection probabilities of the GA. As explained in Section 3, this will yield a slow progress toward the local goal with large
populations. By the randomvariableM for a populationX = (x1, . . . , xµ), we denote the index in {1, . . . , µ} of the individual
chosen for mutation (regarding the fitness function f ). Likewise, by D for an enlarged population Y = (y1, . . . , yµ+1) we
denote the index in {1, . . . , µ+ 1} of the individual chosen for deletion. We writeµ = poly(n) to denote thatµ is bounded
by some polynomial of n. Since populations are unordered multisets, the following statements of Lemmas 3 and 4 hold for
arbitrarily assumed orders of the considered populations.
Lemma 3. Let X = (x1, . . . , xµ) be an ordinary population and xi and xj two well-formed individuals in X such that LSO(xi) =
LSO(xj). Then
1− n−Ω(n) ≤ Prob(M = j)
Prob(M = i) ≤ 1+ n
−Ω(n).
Proof. According to the definition of the GA (Definition 1),
Prob(M = j)




Since X is ordinary, the f -value is the sum of two terms that depend linearly on the number of POs and exponentially
on the number of LSOs. More precisely, we have f (xi) = PO(xi) + n2n(LSO(xi)+1) and f (xj) = PO(xj) + n2n(LSO(xj)+1) =
PO(xj)+ n2n(LSO(xi)+1). Hence, f (xi)/f (xj) = 1± n−Ω(n). 
LetX still be an ordinary population. Nowwedefine the LSO-potential LSO(X) as themaximumLSO-value of thewell-formed
individuals in X . (In the light of the definitions above, we implicitly use a function L : {0, 1}n → Rwhere L(x) := LSO(x) for
well-formed x and L(x) := −1 otherwise. It is easy to see that, restricted to ordinary populations, the definition of f implies
that L is monotone w. r. t. f .) We want to show that the LSO-potential with high probability determines a set of individuals
that cannot be chosen for mutation as well as a set of individuals that cannot be chosen for deletion.
Lemma 4. Let X = (x1, . . . , xµ) be an ordinary population and Y = (y1, . . . , yµ+1) be an enlarged ordinary population. Let LX
and LY denote the LSO-potentials of X resp. Y . Moreover, let there be at least one well-formed yi in Y such that LSO(yi) < LY . If
µ = poly(n) then Prob(LSO(xM) = LX ) = 1− n−Ω(n) and Prob(LSO(yD) = LY ) = n−Ω(n).
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Proof. For the first statement, we consider the GA’s selection probability for reproduction (Definition 1). Obviously, the
probability of choosing some individual with maximal number of LSOs becomes minimal if µ− 1 well-formed individuals
xi satisfy LSO(xi) = LX − 1 and PO(xi) = 2m/3. Hence,
Prob(LSO(xM) = LX ) ≥ n
2n(LX+1)
(µ− 1) · (2m/3+ n2nLX )+ n2n(LX+1) = 1− n
−Ω(n)
since µ = poly(n). Similarly, Prob(LSO(YD) = LY ) becomes maximal if Y contains µ well-formed individuals with LSO-
value LY . Consider the probability for deletion. Then, by counting in the denominator only the term for the worst individual,
which has an LSO-value of at most LY − 1,




since µ = poly(n). 
Now we introduce a notion for the set of individuals implicitly considered in Lemma 4. A well-formed individual of a
ordinary population is called LSO-maximal if its LSO-value equals the LSO-potential of the population, i. e., is maximal for
the population. The next lemma shows that the GA, with overwhelming probability, chooses merely and almost uniformly
from the set of LSO-maximal individuals. This explains why the progress to the local goal (cf. Sections 2 and 3) is almost
independent of µ.
Lemma 5. Let µ = poly(n) and X = {x1, . . . , xµ} be an ordinary population with LSO-potential LX . Let B := {x ∈ X |
x well-formed and LSO(x) = LX } be the set of its LSO-maximal individuals. Then for all x ∈ B it holds
Prob(xM = x) = 1|B| ± n
−Ω(n).
Proof. Since µ = poly(n), this follows immediately from Lemmas 3 and 4. 
5. An exponential lower bound for small populations
In this section, we show that the GA is very inefficient on the function f if populations that are too small are used.
Moreover, the following theorem implies that multistarts of the GA are not helpful for any polynomial number of instances.
Theorem 6. Let µ = O(1). With probability at least 1 − 2−Ω(n1/2), the GA with µ = O(1) requires at least 2Ω(n1/2) steps to
optimize f .
Theorem 6 also implies a lower bound of 2Ω(n
1/2) on the expected runtime. The main proof idea (see also Section 3) can be
summarized as follows. With overwhelming probability, the GA reaches a population containing at least one well-formed
individual with 2m/3+ b POs (hereinafter called prefix-optimal individual (POI)) without ever generating ` leading ones in
the suffix of an individual. We already know that all POIs have similar f -values, that a POI with ` LSOs is locally optimal and
that all POIs have Hamming distance at least b to any globally optimal individual. This suggests that after creating the POI,
a long waiting time is needed before the global optimum is reached.
For the formal proof, we will apply the proof method of identifying a typical run, showing that the probability of not
observing a typical run (to be specified below) is exponentially small. The typical run of the GA with µ = O(1) is divided
into three epochs. The first epoch starts with initialization and ends in the first step that creates a well-formed individual.
The second epoch ends in the first step creating a POI. Finally, the third epoch ends in the first step that creates a globally
optimal individual. If an optimum is found already in the first or second epoch, the length of the remaining epochs is defined
to be 0. We will see that with overwhelming probability, the third epoch alone lasts the mentioned 2Ω(n
1/2) steps.
In order to keep the proof of Theorem 6 as clear as possible and to gather recyclable statements for later sections, we
analyze the three epochs in three lemmas.
Lemma 7. Let µ = poly(n) and let x∗ be the first well-formed individual in the run of the GA on f . With probability at least
1− 2−2`/3+o(`), x∗ emerges after at most 2e`n ln(e`) steps, is then the only well-formed individual in the population, and fulfills
PO(x∗) ≤ 7m/12 and LSO(x∗) ≤ 3`/4.
Lemma 8. Letµ = poly(n). Suppose that the current population of the GA on f contains at least one well-formed individual and
that all its well-formed individuals have at most 3`/4 LSOs. Then a POI is created before reaching the optimum with probability
at leastmax{2−O(µ) − 2−Ω(n), 1− 2−n1/2/exp(O(µ)) − 2−Ω(n1/2)}.
The complicated lower bound in the previous lemma simplifies to 1 − 2−Ω(n1/2) if µ does not depend on n. If µ grows
slowly, the bound is still close to 1, e. g., it is 1− 2−Ω(n1/3) for µ = o(log n).
Lemma 9. Letµ = poly(n). Suppose that the current population of the GA on f contains at least one POI and no globally optimal
individual. Then the runtime is at least 2Ω(n
1/2) with probability at least 1− 2−Ω(n1/2).
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Proof of Lemma 7. We start by analyzing the initial population. Due to the initialization scheme and since there are atmost
`+ 1 assignments for a well-formed suffix, each fixed initial individual is well-formed with probability at most (`+ 1)2−`.
The probability of obtaining a well-formed individual in initialization is bounded above by µ(` + 1)2−`, which is 2−`+o(`)
sinceµ = poly(n). In the following,we assume theGA to startwith a populationwithoutwell-formed individuals and obtain
the statement of the lemma that x∗ is the only well-formed individual in the considered population. Let the step leading to
the creation of x∗ define the end of the epoch. By our assumptions, until the end of the epoch, the f -value of all individuals
is given by g(x) := n1+`2−`
∑n
i=m+1 xi .
The end of the epoch is reached at the latest when an individual with g-value of n1+`2 is produced as this implies a
suffix of shape 0`. We will estimate the time until reaching such a g-value using Lemma 2 from above even though we are
interested in a lower bound on the runtime. The upper bound will help to control the probability of unwanted events in the
epoch. More precisely, we will show that with overwhelming probability during the epoch, no LSO-value of more than 3`/4
is observed.
Now let L(x) := ` −∑ni=m+1 xi. By the definition of g , it follows that L is monotone w. r. t. g (cf. Section 4). Hence, let
us consider the L-potential L∗ of a current population, i. e., the maximum L-value of its individuals. We can estimate the
probability of choosing an individual whose L-value is less than L∗ by means of the ideas from the proof of Lemma 4. The




= n−Ω(`) = 2−Ω(n1/2 log n).
Hence, with probability at least p := 1− 2−Ω(n1/2 log n), an individual with currently maximal L-value is chosen.
An individual with L-value i has ` − i ones in its suffix. The probability of flipping exactly one of these ones is at least
s∗(i) := ((`− i)/n)(1− 1/n)n−1 ≥ (`− i)/(en). Moreover, the L-potential can increase at most ` times. We apply Lemma 2
with the above-defined p and s∗(i). Using H` := ∑`i=1(1/i) for the `-th Harmonic number, the expected number of steps
until reaching an L-potential of ` (finishing the epoch) is bounded from above by
1






1+ 2−Ω(n1/2 log n)
)
enH` ≤ en(ln `+ 1)
= en ln(e`)
if n is large enough for H`(1 + 2−Ω(n1/2 log n)) − ln ` ≤ 1 to hold. By Markov’s inequality (see, e. g., [20]), the considered
number of steps is at most twice as large with probability at least 1/2. If the epoch is not finished by that time, we can
consider another independent phase of this length. Hence, with probability 1− 2−`, the time until x∗ is created is bounded
above by 2e`n ln(e`).
It remains to show the statements on PO(x∗) and LSO(x∗). The prefix of any initial individual is uniform over {0, 1}m.
Since the g-value is independent of the prefix, the prefix of the first well-formed individual x∗ is also uniform over {0, 1}m,
hence PO(x∗) = m/2 in expectation. Usingm = n− o(n) and Chernoff bounds, we obtain that with probability 1− 2−Ω(n),
the prefix of x∗ contains at most 7m/12 ones.
To show the statement on LSO(x∗), we observe that due to µ = poly(n), with probability 1 − 2−2`/3+o(`), no initial
individual has more 2`/3 leading ones in its suffix, i. e., has an L-value of less than `/3. The probability of choosing at least
once within at most 2e`n ln(e`) steps an individual whose L-value differs from the L-potential is still 2−Ω(n1/2 log n). The
probability of flipping at least once within poly(n) steps at least `/12 bits at once is also 2−Ω(n1/2 log n). Otherwise, x∗ has an
L-value of still at least `/3− `/12 = `/4, i. e., an LSO-value of at most 3`/4. Altogether, the lemma follows since the sum of
the failure probabilities is at most 2−2`/3+o(`). 
Proof of Lemma 8. Let the current point of time define the beginning of an epoch that ends at the point of time where
the first POI is created. At first, we again estimate the probabilities of some unwanted events. Due to the elitism of the GA,
from the start of the epoch, there will always be a well-formed individual in the population. Therefore, the probability of
choosing amalformed individual for mutation is bounded above byµn1+`2/n2n = n−Ω(n) (asµ = poly(n)). In the following,
we assume that it never happens in an epoch of polynomial length that a malformed individual is chosen for mutation. By
this, we introduce an error term of only n−Ω(n).
Now we want to divide the epoch into a number p(µ) of disjoint phases of length s(µ), where p(µ) and s(µ) will be
defined below. Our goal is to find a phase with two properties. First, at the beginning of the phase, the LSO-potential, i. e.,
themaximal LSO-value of the current population, is at most `−1. Second, in the phase nomutation increases the LSO-value.




PO∗(x) if x is well-formed and (LSO(x) = L or PO(x) > 2m/3)
−1 otherwise
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is monotone w. r. t. f . Here it is crucial that we also take into account the second case from the definition of f . As soon as the
P-potential in a good phase takes the value 2m/3 + b, a POI has been found. This might finish the phase in even less than
s(µ) steps.
To estimate the time until reaching a P-potential of 2m/3 + b, we argue similarly to the proof of Lemma 2. In order to
increase the P-potential of the population, it is sufficient to do the following in a good phase. The GA chooses an individual x
with currently highest f -value for mutation and adds exactly one 1-bit in its prefix (if PO(x) < 2m/3+ b) or deletes exactly















for some constant c > 0 and n large enough since m/3 − b = Ω(n). In the other case, this probability is at least as large,
since then the GA is able to choose from at least 2m/3+ b ones in the prefix. At most 2m/3+ b increases of the P-potential
by 1 suffice to reach the desired value. By Chernoff bounds, it follows that with a probability of 1− 2−Ω(n), the desired value
is reached in a good phase of length s(µ) := dµm/ce and, therefore, a POI is created.
Now we have to show that with a large enough probability, there is at least one good phase. To this end, a step is called
bad if it flips the zero-bit that leads to an increase of the number of LSOs. Therefore, the earlier definition of a good phase
can be rewritten as: the phase is good if the LSO-potential in its beginning is less than ` and if the phase contains no bad
steps. The probability of the latter event is at least (1− 1/n)s(µ) since the probability of flipping a certain bit is 1/n. The last





since m ≤ n − n1/2/500. Since, by assumption, all well-formed individuals in the beginning of the epoch have LSO-value
at most 3`/4 and since all failure probabilities are 2−Ω(n), considering this single phase to be good yields the lemma for the
case of a success probability of 2−O(µ) − 2−Ω(n).
Now it remains to show that 1− 2−n1/2/exp(O(µ)) − 2−Ω(n1/2) is also a lower bound on the success probability. Therefore,
let p(µ) := d`c/(8µ)e. The probability of observing p(µ) independent, consecutive phases of length s(µ) such that all these





















bad steps. Due to the independence of the phases and Chernoff bounds, we obtain that p(µ) phases, among those at least
one without bad steps, with a probability of 1−2−Ω(`) contain altogether at most `/6 bad steps. We introduce the indicator
random variables Xi,j for the Bernoulli trials that the i-th bad mutation step flips the j-th bit, 1 ≤ j ≤ n. Among these, the
variables that refer to indices right of the first suffix zero are independent.Moreover, in `/6 bad steps there are in expectation
at most `(`− 1)/(6n) flipping bits right of the leftmost zero-bit in the suffix. By Chernoff bounds, we obtain that in `/6 bad
steps with a probability of 1−2−Ω(`), at most `/30 such bits flip. Under this assumption, the LSO-potential grows to at most
3`/4 + `/6 + `/30 in the at most p(µ) phases. By adding up all failure probabilities, we obtain that the probability of not
having a good phase in the at most p(µ) phases altogether is at most 2−n1/2/exp(O(µ)) + 2−Ω(n1/2). Since a good phase creates
a POI with probability 1− 2−Ω(n), we have shown the second bound on the success probability. 
Proof of Lemma 9. Due to the elitist selection of the GA, the assumptions of the lemma imply that the optimum cannot
have been reached before the current point of time. We denote the time from the current point of time until the first step
that creates an optimum again as an epoch. The definition of f and the elitism imply that throughout the epoch, there is at
least one POI in the population.
The idea of the proof now is to show that steps which are able to create a globally optimal individual are unlikely for









−Ω(b log b) = 2−Ω((n1/2/log n) log(n1/2/log n)),
which is 2−Ω(n1/2). We consider a phase of s := b2εn1/2c steps for a constant ε > 0 to be chosen later.
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Now we assume that at most b/2 bits flip in a step. To create a globally optimal individual in such a step, it is therefore
necessary to mutate an individual with PO-value at most 2m/3 + b/2. The probability of choosing such an individual for
mutation, however, is bounded above by
µ · `+ n
2n`+2m/3+b/2
n2n`+2m/3+b
= n−Ω(b) = 2−Ω(n1/2)
since there is a POI in the population and µ = poly(n) holds. Altogether, the probability of observing within s steps at least
once an event that leads to the creation of a globally optimal individual is bounded above by 2εn
1/2
2−Ω(n1/2). If ε is chosen
small enough, this probability is still 2−Ω(n1/2). Hence, the length of the epoch is at least 2Ω(n1/2) with a probability of at least
1− 2−Ω(n1/2). 
Now the proof of Theorem 6 follows almost immediately.
Proof of Theorem 6. Because of µ = poly(n) we may apply the Lemmas 7–9. We therefore assume that the first well-
formed individual created in the run of the GA on f fulfills the assertion of Lemma 7 (we do not even need the statement
about PO(x∗)) and therefore introduce an error term of at most 2−Ω(n1/2). By our assumptions, the prerequisites of Lemma 8
hold. Since even µ = O(1) holds, we again introduce an error term of only 2−Ω(n1/2) by assuming the events described in
the lemma to occur. Now, finally, the prerequisites of Lemma 9 are satisfied. The theorem follows since the sum of failure
probabilities is bounded above by 2−Ω(n1/2). 
Theorem 6 tells us that the GA on f is extremely inefficient if the population size is bounded above by a constant. Moreover,
the theorem applies also to the simple (1+1) EA since it is contained in Definition 1 if µ = 1. Besides, it implies that
even multistart variants of the (1+1) EA and the GA with µ = O(1) fail with probability exponentially close to 1 within
polynomially many steps if the number of instances is bounded by some polynomial. Moreover, it can be conjectured that
more complicated GAs (even with a crossover operator) are likely to require an exponential time on f if their population
size is small, e. g., a constant.
It may seem uncommon that the population size is bounded by a constant and does not grow with the problem size.
However, even for some µwhere µ = ω(1) the statements from the previous paragraph still hold, as can be seen from the
following theorem.
Theorem 10. There is a constant c > 0 such that forµ ≤ c ln n the following holds: With a probability of at least 1− 2−Ω(n1/4),
the runtime of the GA on f is at least 2Ω(n
1/2).
Proof. By assumption, µ = poly(n). Apart from one exception, we follow the same proof strategy as for Theorem 6. The
exception is that the success probability in the application of Lemma 8 is estimated differently. It holds that eO(µ) ≤ n1/4
if µ ≤ c ln n for some sufficiently small constant c > 0 and large enough n. Hence, the lower bound 1 − 2−Ω(n1/4) on the
probability of a runtime 2Ω(n
1/2) follows. 
For even larger values of µ, we cannot show anymore that the success probability in a polynomial number of steps is
exponentially small. However, there are values of µ such that µ = Ω(n1/2) and the expected runtime of the GA on f is
still exponential.
Theorem 11. There is a constant c > 0 such that for µ ≤ cn1/2 the expected runtime of the GA on f is at least 2Ω(n1/2).
Proof. By assumption, µ = poly(n). Again we apply the same arguments as in the proof of Theorem 6, with one exception.
From Lemma 8, we use the lower bound 2−O(µ)−2−Ω(n1/2) on the success probability. Altogether, it follows that the runtime
is 2Ω(n
1/2) with a probability of still at least 2−O(µ)−2−Ω(n1/2). Sinceµ ≤ cn1/2, the second expression can be bounded below
by 2−c1cn1/2 for some constant c1 > 0 provided c is small enough and n large enough. On the other hand, for an appropriately
small constant c2 > 0, we can bound from below the first expression by 2c2n
1/2
. Wemultiply these two bounds and consider
the exponent−cc1n1/2+ c2n1/2 in the product. If c is chosen small enough,−cc1n1/2+ c2n1/2 = Ω(n1/2) holds. The theorem
follows by applying of the law of total probability. 
In the following section, wewill see that for some values ofµwithµ = O(n1/2), the expected runtime is already polynomial.
Hence, we have determined up to constant factors the critical population size where the expected runtime switches from
exponential to polynomial. Such a characterization is also known as a sharp threshold result.
6. A polynomial upper bound for large populations
From the definition of f and the discussion in Section 3, we know that it is important for the GA to reach the global goal
(maximize the number of LSOs) before increasing the number of POs beyond 2m/3. This is made rigorous in the following
analysis.
Theorem 12. With probability at least 1 − 2−Ω(n1/2), the GA with µ ≥ 5n1/2/2 and µ = poly(n) optimizes f within
5e`n ln(e`)+ 4eµn steps. Its expected runtime is also bounded by O(n3/2 log n+ µn).
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In conjunction with Theorem 11, this means thatµ = d5n1/2/2e seems to be the best choice. At least forµ = ω(n3/2 log n),
the initialization cost of the GA becomes larger than the upper bound on the runtime that we obtain for µ = d5n1/2/2e.
Before the formal proof of Theorem 12, we discuss the underlying idea. Since the population size is large, we expect
mutations that increase the number of POs to distribute among many individuals (as opposed to Theorem 6). This is due
to the fact that individuals with maximal LSO-value are likely to produce copies, leading quickly to populations where
many individuals have the same LSO-value. According to Lemma 5, all of these are chosen with almost the same probability.
Conversely, the number ofmutations necessary to reach themaximal LSO-value remains approximately the same compared
to Theorem 6. If each individual receives few mutations increasing its PO-value, it is likely that the maximal LSO-value is
reached before the PO-value exceeds 2m/3.
In order to capture this idea formally, wemake use of the family trees introduced in Section 4.We consider only ordinary
populations (also introduced in that section) and study the number of LSO-maximal individuals in the population. According
to Lemma 7, this number with overwhelming probability is one in the first ordinary population, and by Lemma 4, the
corresponding individual is chosen formutation in the next step.We assume this to happen anddistinguish three cases. If the
LSO-value of themutant is less than that of its father, themutantwith overwhelmingprobabilitywill not be chosen again.We
call themutant irrelevant in this case. If it is equal, the ordinary populationwill contain two LSO-maximal individuals, either
of which will be chosen for mutation in the next step with probability 1/2± n−Ω(n) according to Lemma 5. More generally,
if the number of LSO-maximal individuals equals i and another LSO-maximal individual is created, the GA will choose from
max{i+1, µ} LSO-maximal individuals in the next step, and each of these is chosenwith probability 1/max{i+1, µ}±n−Ω(n).
Finally, if the mutation increases the LSO-value, the number of LSO-maximal individuals drops to 1 and we are in the same
situation as in the first ordinary population. (Note that all preceding arguments presuppose ordinary populations.)
Based on the preceding observations, we study the growth of the family tree Tt(x∗) for the first well-formed individual x∗
from Lemma 7. For notational convenience, we assume that x∗ enters the population at time 0. Furthermore, we concentrate
on so-called relevant nodes by excluding the nodes corresponding to irrelevant individuals. We will relate the stochastic
process of Tt(x∗) to the following family of random trees.
Definition 13 (p-tree, 1/u-tree). Let p := (pt)t≥0 be a sequence of probability distributions such that the support of pt is
a subset of {0, . . . , t}. A p-tree at time 0 consists only of its root. A p-tree Tt at time t ≥ 1 is obtained from a p-tree Tt−1 by
sampling some t∗ according to pt−1 and appending a new leaf to the node that was inserted at time t∗.
A p-tree is called a 1/u-tree if there is an integer u ≥ 1 such that pt assigns to each element of {0, . . . , t} a probability of
at most 1/(t + 1)+ n−Ω(n) if t ≤ u− 1 and at most 1/u+ n−Ω(n) otherwise.
This model of random trees bears some similarity to well-established random trees in the literature, e. g., random recursive
trees [23], which resemble 1/u-trees in the first u steps. So far, we have proved the following relationship to the behavior of
the GA on f .
Lemma 14. Let X be an ordinary population with exactly one LSO-maximal individual x∗. With a probability of 1 − n−Ω(n) for
any u ≤ µ: As long as the GA on f creates only ordinary populations and keeps the LSO-potential unchanged, the process creating
the relevant nodes of the Tt(x∗) is the process of a 1/u-tree.
Now it seems obvious that we will have to bound the depth of 1/u-trees. However, before the actual proof of the theorem,
another notion is useful.
Definition 15. Consider a phase consisting of s steps of the GA on f . The phase is called ordinary if it satisfies the following
three conditions:
• In the beginning of the phase, the population is ordinary and contains exactly one LSO-maximal individual.
• In all steps of the phase, the population is ordinary.
• If the number of LSO-maximal individuals is less than µ in a step of the phase, the step will not delete an LSO-maximal
individual.
The proof of Theorem 12 will make use of the fact that the optimization process with overwhelming probability provokes
an ordinary phase.
Proof of Theorem 12. We elaborate typical properties of a run of the GA on f . According to Lemma 7, with a probability of
1− 2−2`/3+o(`), there is a first point of time t∗ ≤ 2e`n ln(e`)where the GA has created an ordinary population with exactly
onewell-formed individual x such that PO(x) ≤ 7m/12. In the following, we assume such a t∗ to exist. Therebywe introduce
a failure probability of at most 2−2`/3+o(`).
Starting at time t∗, we consider a phase of the next at most s := d3e`ne steps. We will show that with probability
1− 2−Ω(n1/2), the GA fulfills the following two properties in the phase. In this case, the phase is called successful. Otherwise,
it contains a failure.
(1) The phase is ordinary (Definition 15).
(2) It contains a step that creates an individual with LSO-value `.
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If the second property is fulfilled before the s-th step, the phase is finished prematurely. Note that in the end of a successful
phase, there exists at least one individual with LSO-value ` and PO-value atmost 2m/3.Wewill see later that the GA is likely
to find the optimum efficiently in this situation.
In each step of the phase, the probability of a failure will be exponentially small. Since the phase contains only
polynomially many steps, we can estimate the probability of the intersection of the above two properties as follows. We
assume the first property to hold for the whole phase and estimate the probability of the second property under this
condition. Then the total failure probability is still exponentially small. Our estimation proceeds by considering the LSO-
potential of the population, which cannot decrease in the phase due to the first property.
In an ordinary phase, the probability is 1 that an LSO-maximal is chosen for mutation. The probability of increasing its
LSO-value (if possible) is at least (1/n)(1− 1/n)n−1 ≥ 1/(en) since it is sufficient to flip the leftmost zero in the suffix. This
lower bound still holds under the assumption that the first property is fulfilled. Hence, a phase of length s in expectation
contains at least 3` such steps, and, by Chernoff bounds, with a probability of at least 1− e−2`/3 = 1− 2−Ω(n1/2), it contains
at least ` such steps. (The estimation 2`/3 for the exponent will become relevant later). Thus, we have already shown the
second property.
To prove the first property, we use the above characterization of the relevant nodes of the family tree Tt(x∗), assuming
t ≥ 0 and t∗ = 0 for notational convenience. Since an ordinary phase is considered, it suffices to bound the depth of Ts(x∗)
using the characterization from Lemma 14. Due to the bound on the depth that we will derive, it is unlikely that Ts(x∗)
contains individuals that have Hamming distance at leastm/12 from x∗ and, therefore, might violate the first property. We
consider paths in Ts(x∗) directed from the root (see also [29]), where each path of length k is uniquely identified by the points
of time 0, t1, . . . , tk where its nodes appear and by the corresponding individuals x0 := x∗, x1, . . . , xk that emerge at these
times and label the nodes. Let pi, 1 ≤ i < k, be the probability that individual xi is chosen for mutation at time ti+1−1. Then




where mut(xi, xi+1) denotes the probability of the mutation operator creating xi+1 from xi. Let u := 5n1/2/2, i. e., u is the
lower bound on µ from the theorem. According to our characterization of the process behind Tt(x∗), there are for each
1 ≤ j ≤ u− 1 at most ` different pi that can only be bounded above by 1/j+ n−Ω(n) but not by 1/(j+ 1)+ n−Ω(n). At each
other point of time, the corresponding pi is at most 1/u+n−Ω(n). Let d := d6s/ue, which is less than n/25 for large enough n.





























choices for t1, . . . , td. Using
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)u)` + n−Ω(n) = ( e
6
)d · eu` + n−Ω(n) = 2−Ω(d).
In the last estimation we have used that d ≥ n/26 ≥ (7 − o(1))`u. Moreover, to get rid of the error term n−Ω(n), we have
exploited that the expression is n−o(n). Hence, up to here we have shown that we only need consider trees of depth at most d
and thereby introduce a failure probability of only 2−Ω(n).
We complete the proof of the first property by showing the following statement. With a probability of 1− 2−Ω(n), there
is no node in Ts(x∗) that has depth at most d and is labeled with an individual of Hamming distance at least m/12 from x∗.
This statement implies that with probability 1− 2−Ω(n), no individual reaches a PO-value of at least 2m/3 in the phase, and,
therefore, it implies the first property. We investigate the probability that on a path 0, t1, . . . , tk of length k ≤ d, a Hamming
distance of at least 2d is overcome. In this case, we call the path bad. Since the mutation operator flip bits independently
of each other and of previous steps, the probability of flipping at least 2d bits in at most d steps is bounded above by e−d/3
according to Chernoff bounds. This immediately bounds the probability that a certain path is bad.
Finally, we bound the probability that Ts(x∗) contains a bad path of length at most d. To this end, we consider all possible
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By easy calculations, it follows that the first maximum is attained at i = `u and the second one at i = s/u. Hence, the
probability is finally bounded above by




3 · 2002 · e3
5002
)`u
+ e`u · es/u
)
≤ (1+ o(1)) · 6s
u
· (e2.27`u−2s/u + e`u−s/u) = 2−Ω(n),
since s/u ≥ (13/10− o(1)) · `u = Ω(n). The first property has been shown.
Any individual x where LSO(x) = ` and PO(x) < 2m/3 is almost optimal. Elitist selection of the GA implies that once
such an individual has been created, the maximum PO-value of the population cannot decrease. Hence, we can reason by
means of the function
P(x) :=
{
PO(x) if LSO(x) = ` and PO(x) ≤ 2m/3,
−1 otherwise.
As long as the P-potential of the current population is less than 2m/3, the probability of an increase is at least
(1/µ)(m/3)(1/(en)). Hence, by Chernoff bounds, a phase of length 3eµn suffices with probability 1 − 2−Ω(n) to reach
P-potential 2m/3 and, therefore, the optimum. Up to here, the sum of all failure probabilities is bounded above by
2−Ω(n) + 2−2`/3+o(`) + e−2`/3 = 2−2`/3+o(`). In the following, we call a run typical if none of the events occur that are
considered in the failure probabilities. The runtime until reaching the optimum in a typical run is bounded above by
µ+ 2e`n ln(e`)+ d3e`ne + 3eµn ≤ 5e`n ln(e`)+ 4eµn. Thus, we have shown the first statement of the theorem.
It remains to prove the statement on the expected runtimeof theGA. To this end,wehave to take into account populations
that contain well-formed individuals but are not ordinary. From Lemma 7we know that after an expected time of O(n log n)
a population containing at least one well-formed individual emerges. We repeat the above arguments about the two
properties and obtain: After an expected time of O(`n), either an ordinary population with LSO-potential ` exists or a well-
formed individual with PO-value greater than 2m/3 emerges. In the first case, we can argue as in the last paragraph and
altogether obtain an expected time of O(`n log n + µn) to find the optimum. In the second case, we apply the function P ′,
where P ′(x) := PO∗(x) if xwell-formed and PO(x) > 2m/3, and P ′(x) := −1 otherwise. Obviously, P ′ is monotone w. r. t. f
(pessimistically ignoring individuals with LSO-value `). A mutation applied to an individual with non-negative P ′-value
increases the P ′-value with constant probability (cf. the proof of Lemma 8). According to Lemma 2, the expected time until
reaching P ′-potential 2m/3+ b is O(µn). Afterwards, we consider the function Lwith L(x) := LSO(x) if PO(x) = 2m/3+ b
and x is well-formed, and L(x) := −1 otherwise. The function L is monotone (again under the pessimistic assumption)
and the expected time until reaching a L-potential of ` is bounded above by O(µ`n) according to familiar estimations and
Lemma 2. Hence, a locally optimal individual x, where PO(x) = 2m/3+b and LSO(x) = `, is found after an expected number
of O(µ`n) steps (if the optimum is not reached before).
It is sufficient to create an optimal individual by flipping b POs in a locally optimal individual. The probability of choosing













= 2−(log n)·b−O(logµ) = 2−`/2−o(`)
since b ≤ `/(2 log n)+ 1 andµ = poly(n). The expected time until such a mutation happens is, therefore, at most 2`/2+o(`).
Hence, the expected runtime of the GA on f is bounded above by 2`/2+o(`) even if the run is not typical. As proved on the
preceding pages, the runtime is O(`n log n + µn) with probability at least 1 − 2−2`/3+o(`) otherwise. We apply the law of
total probability. The expected runtime is altogether O(`n log n + µn) since the product of the failure probability’s bound
2−2`/3+o(`) and the runtime bound 2`/2+o(`) converges to 0. 
We have seen that the proof of Theorem 12 makes heavy use of the properties of the selection for reproduction. It is crucial
that individuals with larger f -value get a better chance of being mutated, otherwise the global goal of maximizing the
LSO-value would not benefit from the population. The properties of the selection for replacement are not that important.
We only have to make sure that LSO-maximal individuals are very unlikely to be deleted if there are still non-LSO-maximal
individuals and that the operator is elitist. Hence, the results from the previous sectionswould even hold for a (deterministic)
+-selection.
7. An example with opposite results
In contrast to the results from the last sections, we are interested in an example where the use of a population is harmful,
i. e., leads to an exponential runtime, whereas the (1+1) EA and GA with µ = O(1) are efficient. This can be proven for a
function where the role of local and global optima has been exchanged compared to the function f . We reuse the notations
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whilem, ` and b remain as in Section 2. Thereby, we define
gc(x) :=

PO(x)+ n2n(LSO(x)+1) if xwell-formed and PO(x) ≤ 2m3 ,
n2n`+PO∗(x) + LSO(x) if xwell-formed and 2m3 < PO(x) < 2m3 + d bc e,
n2n(`+2) if xwell-formed and PO(x) = 2m3 + d bc e,
n1+`
2−`∑ni=m+1 xi otherwise.
On malformed strings, f and gc are identical. In the following, we only discuss well-formed strings and assume c = 1 for
convenience. The value of g1 differs from the value of f only on strings xwith PO(x) = 2m/3+ b. These yield the maximum
g1-value of n2n(`+2). Strings xwith LSO(x) = ` and PO(x) ≤ 2m/3 lead to a g1-value of PO(x)+n2n(`+1), which is second-best
if PO(x) = 2m/3. All remaining strings have some g1-value that is by a factor of at leastΩ(n4m/3−b−1) smaller than n2n(`+1).
If c > 1, the optimal number of POs changes from 2m/3 + b to 2m/3 + db/ce, and the case of very bad strings with a
gc-value of at most n1+`
2
contains more members. This is the only difference compared to g1. If we are in the first case of the
definition of gc , we obtain the same value as on f . Since c is assumed to be a constant, the preceding asymptotic statements
for the case c = 1 remain valid. TheHammingdistance of an optimal and a second-best string is at least b/c = Ω(n1/2/log n).
The properties of g and its similarities to f lead to the following theorems, whose proofs are based on those of Theorems 6
and 12.
Theorem 16. Let c ≥ 1 be a constant. With probability at least 1 − 2−Ω(n1/2), the GA with µ ≥ 5n1/2/2 and µ = poly(n)
requires at least 2Ω(n
1/2) steps to optimize gc .
Proof. We call individuals x where LSO(x) = ` and PO(x) ≤ 2m/3 suffix-optimal. According to the proof of Theorem 12,
with a probability of at least 1 − 2−Ω(n1/2), the GA reaches a population containing at least one suffix-optimal individual
before reaching the optimum (at PO(x) = 2m/3 + db/ce). Now we can apply an argument similar to the analysis of the
second epoch from the proof of Theorem 6.
The probability of creating an optimal individual by the directmutation of a suffix-optimal one is bounded by 1/db/ce! =
2−Ω(`). The probability of choosing an individual that is worse than any suffix-optimal one for mutation is even bounded by
µ · `+ n
2n`+2m/3+b−1
n2n`+2n
= n−Ω(n) = 2−Ω(n log n),
implying a waiting time of 2Ω(n
1/2) with probability at least 1− 2−Ω(n1/2). 
Theorem 17. Let c ≥ 1 be a constant. With probability at least 1−2−Ω(n1/2), the GA withµ = O(1) optimizes gc within O(n3/2)
steps. If c is large enough, its expected runtime is also bounded by O(n3/2).
Proof. We apply the following arguments from the proof of Theorem 6.With probability 1−2−Ω(n1/2), the first well-formed
individual created by the GA has at most 3`/4 LSOs, and such a population is reached after an expected number of O(n log n)
steps. Afterwards, since c ≥ 1, it arrives at a population containing at least one well-formed individual with d2m/3+ b/ce
POs after at most O(`) phases of length O(n), i. e., after O(n3/2) steps, with probability 1−2−Ω(n1/2). This completes the proof
of the first statement.
For the statement on the expected runtime, note that a second-best individual with 2m/3 POs and ` LSOs is created after
an expected number of O(n3/2) steps if no well-formed individual with more POs is created before. This follows by taking
into account the time until reaching a well-formed individual and summing up the expected times of O(`n) tomaximize the
number of LSOs and of O(n) to increase the number of POs to 2m/3 (cf. the proof of Theorem 12). Afterwards, it is sufficient
to select an individual withmaximum gc-value, to flip db/ce prefix zeros and to leave the suffix unchanged in order to reach










= 2−b(log n)/c−O(log n) = 2−n1/2/(1000c)−O(log n),
and the expected time till this event, therefore, by 2n
1/2/(1000c)+O(log n). If we choose c large enough, the product of the failure
probability’s bound 2−Ω(n1/2) and the described upper bound is o(1). 
Remark. One may wonder if the expected runtime on gc can remain a polynomial if µ is larger than a constant. However,
we believe that this is not the case by again taking a look at the proof of Theorem 6. The bad steps mentioned there affect
individuals that are drawn nearly uniformly from the set of individuals with currently best LSO-value. Moreover, since the
influence of the number of POs is so small, the distribution of POs is close to uniform in those individuals whose number of
POs differs from P . Hence, the probability of a bad step resetting P to a value around m/2 seems to converge to one if µ is
greater than a constant. This would imply that the probability of reaching a second-best individual and getting caught in a
local optimum would become too large for the expected runtime to be a polynomial.
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8. A hierarchy result
For the function f described in Section 2, we have shown that a population size µ ≤ cn1/2, c some constant, leads
to an exponential expected runtime whereas µ ≥ 5n1/2/2 leads to a polynomial expected runtime. This means that we
have determined the asymptotically exact threshold size Θ(n1/2) where the expected runtime switches from exponential
to polynomial.
It is possible to extend the described result to a hierarchy result over functions fk where the threshold size of the
population is adjustable, namely Θ(nk−1/2) for an arbitrary constant integer k ≥ 1. To accomplish this, we design a class
of functions fk, k ≥ 1, that serve as a generalization of f . The main difference is that it takes on average Θ(nk) steps until a
success in the suffix bits occurs, which is achieved by considering leading 1-blocks instead of leading ones there (this idea
is taken from [17]). We reuse the notations from Section 2 and assume ` = k · `k for the sake of simplicity. Now we divide
the suffix of a string into `k consecutive blocks of length k each. For a string x ∈ {0, 1}n, we say that x is well-formed if its
suffix is of shape 1ik0`−ik for some i ≥ 0, i. e., the first i blocks consist of ones only and the remaining entries of zeros, and
it is called malformed otherwise. The number of leading 1-blocks in the suffix (leading suffix blocks of ones) is given by
LSBk(x) := ∑`ki=1∏ik−1j=0 xm+1+j. Note that for k = 1, the definition of well-formedness equals the one from Section 2, and
LSB1(x) = LSO(x). Now let
fk(x) :=

PO(x)+ n2n(k·LSBk(x)+1) if xwell-formed and PO(x) ≤ 2m3 ,
n2n`+PO∗(x) + LSBk(x) if xwell-formed and 2m3 < PO(x),
n1+`
2−`∑ni=m+1 xi otherwise.
Clearly, f1(x) = f (x). Consider the case k > 1 and assume that x is a well-formed string with at most 2m/3 POs. If
LSBk(x) < `k then at least k suffix zeros have to be changed to increase the fk-value. The structure of local and global optima
is the same as for the function f . Remember that k is assumed constant. Therefore, we will be able to show straightforward
generalizations of the upper and lower bound results from the previous sections. For formal proofs, we need the following
generalizations of the Lemmas 7–9.
Lemma 18. Letµ = poly(n) and let x∗ be the first well-formed individual in the run of the GA on fk. With a probability of at least
1 − 2−2`/3+o(`), x∗ emerges after at most 2e`n ln(e`) steps, is then the only well-formed individual in the population, and has
PO(x∗) ≤ 7m/12 and LSBk(x∗) ≤ 3`/4.
Lemma 19. Let µ = poly(n). Suppose that the current population of the GA on fk contains at least one well-formed individual
and that all its well-formed individuals have an LSBk-value of at most 3`/4. Then a POI is created before reaching the optimum
with probability at leastmax{2−O(µ/nk−1) − 2−Ω(n), 1− 2−nk−1/2/exp(O(µ/nk−1)) − 2−Ω(n1/2)}.
Lemma 20. Letµ = poly(n). Suppose that the current population of the GA on f contains at least one POI and no globally optimal
individual. Then the runtime is at least 2Ω(n
1/2) with probability at least 1− 2−Ω(n1/2).
The proofs of the preceding lemmas can be conducted almost analogously to the proofs of the corresponding lemmas
from Section 5. The only estimations that need attention are related to the probability of bad steps and good phases in
the proof of Lemma 19. The probability of a bad step is even bounded above by 1/nk since the k leftmost zeros of the
suffix have to flip in order to increase the LSBk-value. Hence, a phase of length s(µ) is good with a probability of at least
(1 − 1/nk)µ(n−1)/c ≥ e−µ/(cnk−1), which shows the first lower bound on the probability of creating a POI. For the second
bound, we redefine p(µ) := d`nk−1c/(8µ)e and obtain that p(µ) consecutive phases all contain at least one bad step with
a probability of at most 2−nk−1/2/exp(O(µ/nk−1)). Taking into account the bound 1/nk on the probability of a bad step, we again
obtain that this number of phases contains at most `/6 bad steps with probability at least 1− 2−Ω(n1/2).
Using these lemmas, we obtain the following generalization of the Theorems 6 and 10.
Theorem 21. With probability at least 1− 2−Ω(n1/2), the GA with µ = O(1) requires at least 2Ω(n1/2) steps to optimize fk. There
is a constant c > 0 such that for µ ≤ cnk−1 ln n the following holds: With a probability of at least 1− 2−Ω(n1/4), the runtime of
the GA on fk is at least 2Ω(n
1/2).
Likewise, the following analog of Theorem 11 can be derived.
Theorem 22. There is a constant c > 0 such that for µ ≤ cnk−1/2 the expected runtime of the GA on fk is at least 2Ω(n1/2).
Finally,Θ(nk−1/2) really is a threshold for the population size since the runtime becomes polynomial if the constant in the
Θ-term is chosen large enough.
Theorem 23. With probability at least 1 − 2−Ω(n1/2), the GA with µ ≥ 5nk−1/2/2 and µ = poly(n) optimizes fk within
5e`nk ln(e`)+ 4eµn steps. Its expected runtime is also bounded by O(nk+1/2 log n+ µn).
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The proof of Theorem 23 can be copied from the proof of Theorem 12 with the following changes. The length of the phase
starting at time t∗ is set to s := d3e`nke. We consider the LSBk-value rather than the LSO-value, and all applications of
Lemmas 3 and 4 refer to the LSBk-value. The probability of a step increasing the LSBk-value is now bounded below by
(1/nk)(1 − 1/n)n−k ≥ 1/(enk). We estimate the largest possible LSBk-value by `. By Chernoff bounds, an individual with
maximal LSBk-value is created within the phase with probability at least 1− e−2`/3 again, which shows the generalization
of the second property.
To show the corresponding first property, the only new parameters are s = d3e`nke and u = 5nk−1/2/2. Hence, the factor
nk−1 is cancelled, and the upper and lower bounds on d = d6s/ue resp. s/u still apply.
Finally, in the proof of the expected runtime, nearly no changes are required. The expected time until reaching a locally
optimal individual is bounded by O(µ`nk) instead of O(µ`n). Since k is a constant, the product of this upper bound and
2−2`/3+o(`) is still o(1).
9. Conclusions
We have shown that a population-based EA, without recombination and without diversity-maintaining operators,
can drastically outperform the (1+1) EA and the same population-based EA with a small population. We have proved
an exponential gap for the expected runtime on an explicitly defined function. The derived runtime bounds hold
with probability exponentially close to 1, ruling out efficient optimization by multistart variants in the case of small
populations, and the population size where the expected runtime changes from polynomial to exponential has been
determined asymptotically tight. Moreover, we have presented a reverse result where only small populations allow efficient
optimization. Finally, we have described a hierarchy result, where populations of size at most cnk−1/2, k ≥ 1 and c some
small constant, lead to exponential runtimes whereas populations of size at least 5nk−1/2/2 allow polynomial runtimes. Our
results improve on those by Jansen and Wegener [15] and help to understand the role of the population size and how it
influences attractors in the search space.
Some interesting questions have been left open. The results presented in this paper carry over to some variants of
the studied GA. Regarding the selection for replacement, the results would even hold for a +-selection like in evolution
strategies. However, all results rely on the fitness-proportional selection-for-reproduction mechanism of the GA and
the steady-state selection. The impact of a larger offspring population size such as in (µ+λ) strategies deserves further
theoretical investigations.
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